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This thesis, submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Program of Literature Studies in 
the Ritsumeikan University, consists of two selected publications, two articles that were presented, and 
appendix. 
The first chapter, Criticism on the Poems and Essays Incited in Godansho, was published on the 
Gakurin No. 60 (2015). Godansho is a Kojitsu Book in the Insei Period, in which OE no Masafusa’s 
words were recorded. In this book, the records of Bai’s works are many so that it plays a important role 
in investigating Hakushi-Bunnsyuu. This chapter deals with three different topics related to Bai in order 
to show the complexity of the original text of Bai’s poems and the actual circumstance in which it was 
circulated. 
The second chapter, On Tennpousyuu, was presented at Chinese Literature Association on the Jan. 
11th, 2016. By using the annotations in Wakann-Roueisyuu, Rikyou-Zatsuei, and Hyakuei-Waka, I 
investigate the making and the contents of the long lost book of Tennpousyuu. I attempt to restore the 
lost letters in the Tang by collecting data from Japanese sources. 
The third chapter, On Gu Tao’s Categorized Selection of Tang’s Poems, was published on Gakurin 
No. 62 (2016). By combining the sources from both Chinese and Japanese sides, I restore the content 
that is lost in the current edition. 
The fourth chapter, the use of Hakushi-Bunnsyuu in Bunnenneiga, was presented at the 67th annual 
conference of Japan Chinese Study Association. By clarifying the edition of Hakushi-Bunnsyuu adopted 
in Bunnenneiga, I confirm the fact that the manuscript of Hakushi-Bunnsyuu is in a different 
bibliographical system other than its counterpart in Japanese manuscript. Moreover, I discuss the system 
of Hakushi-Bunnsyuu in wood printed system by using the notes of collation for the Bunnenneiga in the 
Southern Song dynasty. 
The appendix, On Hayashi Razan’s Kakourosetsu, was presented at the International Conference of 
East Asian of Next Generation at Kyoto on Feb. 18th, 2016. I investigate the manuscript of this work 
collected in the the Cabinet Library. I made it clear that from the very beginning the world of Razan’s 
knowledge contains the system of Zen temples and the Hakase Family, and the deep relationship 
between Bai’s poems influence over him and the manuscript as well as printed Hakushi-Bunnsyuu  
become clear. 
Thus my thesis consists of the five parts above. The period that I investigate in each part temporarily 
vary from the early Tang to the late Tang, geographically from the main land to the Japan. By the aid of 
Japanese sources on Chinese poetry, the topics that aim to move the frontier of the study on Tang’s 
literature are linked up in my thesis. 
 
